AE!STRACT
Parts may leave and reenter a manufacturing cell.
3.
No major machine tools will be purchased.
4.
Current process planning will be modified as required.
5.
A shared resource zone concept will be utilized during the cell design process. In order to maximize the utilization of the current manufacturing resources, multicells will be supported by a shared resource zone.
6. Lot integrity will be maintained within the cell.
7.
A hierarchical priority scheme will be used in the simulation modeling and cell management rules. Priority levels will be set on parts, lots and machine tools.
8.
Permanent machine tool setups will be maintained wherever possible. A manufacturing cell data collection system based on bar codes will be developed and implemented in the prototype manufacturing cell. The real time data collected through this system will be used to drive the simulation models and develop the various production scenarios required to augment the manufacturing strategies. 
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